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The Caregiver’s Bereavement: Integrative Grief Therapy in Palliative Care

During palliative care, family caregivers (FC) face the cumulative effect of personal and relational losses for daily attendance of the patient´s needs, losing previous relationship and witnessing degradation and suffering. However, in modern occidental society, family members tend to protect each other from the emotional distress related to the pain of loss. They need to sustain hope and keep functioning, so they suppress their grief manifestations while caring for the ill person. Therefore, for many FC, death occurs in a context of intense ambivalent feelings that persist during bereavement, due to unmet relational needs.

A comprehensive conceptual model of FC´s bereavement was developed as a framework of an integrative grief therapy applied to palliative care. This method is eminently relational and experiential and encompasses specific therapeutic tasks depending on the individual needs. One is to focus in the inner experience through attuned inquiry. The therapist promotes internal and external contact within a secure and responsive relationship that activates the emotional reaction and regulates the arousal caused by the painful memories. Another task is to explore the relationship with the deceased, which is frequently marked by dependence and resentment for abandonment. These unacceptable feelings are recognized and validated as two parts of the caregiver´s dilemma: the need to protect and, on the other side, to let go the patient. Expression of relational needs is encouraged, both in a symbolic relationship with the patient and with the significant others. When emotional regulation and attachment reorganization are accomplished, bereaved can develop new emotional meanings and achieve personal growth.
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